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INTRODUCTION

As a newcomer to studies of contemporary Japan, I was deeply

honored to be invited by your President, Professor Mutsuo Yamada, to

make this presentation to the members of JALAS on a topic that is of

growing interest to Latin Americanists in both Japan and the United

States

U. S. -based Latin Americanists can no longer limit their attention to

developments within Latin America and government-to-government

relations between the United States and Latin American countries.

The Latin American poor and, increasingly, the middle classes have

"voted with their feet" against deteriorating economic and social

conditions and limited opportunities in their home countries. As a

consequence, the Latin Americanization of the U.S. population has

gained great momentum.

There are some potentially valuable lessons that might be learned by

Japan, at this comparatively early stage of its becoming a country of

immigration, from the much longer experience of the United States in
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dealing with Third World immigration flows. Most these lessons are

negative ones - governmental and general-public responses that are to

be avoided, not emulated, if at all possible.

At this historical juncture, Japan has the luxury of time: time to

fashion an immigration policy that responds to its national interests

and public concerns, but is also realistic and therefore sustainable. By

"realistic, " I mean a national immigration policy that is based on an

objective understanding of Japan's demographic and labor-market

trends and its requirements for future economic growth; one that

recognizes the strength of "push" factors in the principal labor-export-

ing countries that now send workers to Japan; and a policy that is

consistent with the social dynamics of the international migration

process itself, which inevitably creates transnational family and

employer-worker networks that eventually become self-sustaining and

are progressively more difficult for governments to manipulate. The

basic goal of such a policy would be to facilitate Japan's transformation

into a more open, internhtionalized, multiethnic country - not just to
provide an internationalized work force to fuel the country's economy.

The Japanese are recognized throughout the world as a pragmatic

people, whose behavior is not circumscribed by rigid ideological con-

ceptions or commitments to particular public policies. This well-

deserved reputation for pragmatism will be put to perhaps its severest

test during the next ten to fifteen years, as Japan struggles through the

shift from an essentially zero-immigration country to one in which

there will be a substantial foreign-worker presence in certain sectors of

the economy, in certain regions, cities, and neighborhoods.

Whether or not Japan will ever publicly declare itself to be a "country

of immigration" - i.e. , a country that actively encourages or at least
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tolerates large-scale foreign immigration - is less important. The

real issue, as it is in the United States and Western Europe today, is

whether foreign workers and their offspring can be incorporated, more

or less permanently, into the society and economy, on terms that are

most beneficial for both the immigrants themselves and the host coun-

try, without generating excessive levels of social tension and political

conflict.

LATIN AMERICAN MIGRATION TO JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES

The conditions under which Latin American migration to Japan and

to the United States has been occurring in recent years are vastly

different. In the Japanese case, immigration from Latin America is

still under tight government control, even though there may be a

growing problem of entries by "false Nikkeijin" whose Japanese ances-

try is not genuine but rather the product of fraudulent document-

makers, operating in league with commercial travel agencies and

professional people-smuggling rings2). In Japan, there is no problem of

clandestine entry from Latin America.

By contrast, Latin American migration to the United States is

predominantly clandestine, even though Latin American and Caribbean

migrants also constitute two-thirds of the immigrants who are admit-

ted legally to the U.S. each year. During the 1992 fiscal year,

1 ,258 ,482 apprehensions of illegal aliens were made by the U. S. Immi-

gration and Naturalization Service; 96 percent of those apprehensions

involved Mexicans. Even af.ter the 1986 amnesty programs, which

regularized the status of more than 3.1 million illegal immigrants, the

permanent stock of illegal immigrants living in the U. S. is estimated
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by most experts at somewhere between 3 and 4 million, the vast

majority of them from Mexico and other Latin American and Carib-

bean countries. According to the most reliable estimates, the stock of

illegals, of all nationalities, is growing at arate of about 1b0,000 per

year.

While the influx of Nikkeijin from Latin America into Japan has been

rapid since 1989, it is clear that, unlike the United States, Japan does

not have a virtually unlimited reservoir of Latin American labor from

which to draw - at least if legal entry continues to be restricted to

Latin Americans of Japanese ancestry. According to a census conduct-

ed by the Japanese communities in Brazll, the number of Japanese

descendants living in that country as of 1986-1988 (the census period)

was I ,228,000s). Estimates by the Japanese government put the figure

at 1,280,000, of whom 131,000 - more than ten percent - were

already in Japan by tggz. According to some unofficial estimates, as

many as 160,000 Brazilian Nikkeijin were living in Japan in the same

year , while a total of 200,000-2b0,000 had made at least one trip to
Japan since the mid-1980s0). In Peru, the potential labor recruitment

pool of Nikkeijin is just 80,000, of whom 30,400 (38 percent) were

estimated to be in Japan by 19g2u). Argentina has an estimated 30.000

Japanese emigres and descendants; Paraguay; 2,000; and Bolivia,

6,000. A few Japanese academics believe that the total number of

Brazilian Nikkeijin working in Japan could eventually rise to nearly

half a million, which would represent 39 percent of the theoretically

available pool. However, that is an "upper-end" estimate; most others

are considerably lower. In short, the importation of Japanese-Latin

American workers is a time-limited policy, that will probably be

exhausted by the end of the current decade.
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STRUCTU RAL ECONOMIC DEPENDENCE ON LATIN AMERICAN LABOR

It has been apparent for at least two decades that some sectors of the

U.S. economy have become structurally dependent on immigrant labor

to fill low-paying, low-skill jobso). Despite numerous advances in

mechanization, seasonal agriculture in the state of California, for

example, is just as dependent on farmworkers from Mexico today as

it was a generation ago. In the urban sector, especially in the U.S.

Southwest and major cities of the Mid-West (Chicago) and the East

(New York, Washington, Miami), the construction, service, retail,

and light manufacturing industries have come to rely increasingly on

Mexican and other Latin American and Caribbean immigrants to fill

what in Japan would be called "3-K" jobs in Japan (i.e., kitanai,

hitsui, kiken - dirty, physically demanding, and often dangerous

jobs). Their function in the U.S. economy is not iust to fill voids in

the labor market that have been created by the exit or unavailability of

U.S.-born workers, but to serve as "shock absorbers," especially for

small and medium-sized businesses, enabling them to shed labor rapid-

ly and easily during recessions and to increase production rapidly

during expansionary Periods.

In Japan, the Latin American Nikkeijin have also become a fixture

in various kinds of manufacturing industry (especially auto parts)

during the past four years. Like Mexicans in the United States, they

tend to be highly valued by their employers for their strong work ethic

and their reliability, especially by comparison with young Japanese

who detest doing the kinds of work performed by the Nikkeiiin. Some

employers also prefer the Latin American Nikkeijin over foreign

workers from Asian countries (e.g., Chinese admitted for "company
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trainee" programs). The Nikkeijin's limited cOmpetence in the

Japanese language tends to be overlooked or at mOst, treated as a

temporary hindrance, even in high― technology industries. For exanl¨

ple, Kasunli Manufacturing, a cOmputer parts lnanufacturer,has one

factory that is Operated sOlely by six Nikkeijin;Japanese supervisors

only visit the plant for occasional, routine inspections7).  In Other

firms, Nikkeijin wOrkers themselves have mOved intO super宙 sory

positions.

Undoubtedly,the Nikkeijin have been able tO achieve higher rates of

occupational rnobility in Japan than their Latin American cOunterparts

in the United States because they were better educated and mOre

occupationally skilled in their cOuntries of Origino  Several survey

studies have shOwn that Latin Arnerican Nikkeijin are often people

who were white― collar office wOrkers and professiOnals in their hOme

count五es,lut Who were wJIng tO dO manual wOrk inJapanbecause of

the very large real― wage differential.

The essential rOle nOw played by the Nikkeijin in the ecOnonlies of

some of the smaller industrial cities Outside of the r「。ky0 1netropolitan

area is readily acknOwledged by loca1 0fficials, whO are quite prOtec‐

tive Of their Nikkeijin wOrkers.  Many Japanese emp10yers have

considered them a blessing, since the Nikkeiiin are virtually the only

ιQ姿ン′夕 ααπうtte″ foreign wOrkers whO can be used to fill%π s力j::θグjobs,

with the exception Of fOreigners whO are accepted fOr 
“cOmpany

trainee"prOgrams.

While sOme will eventually return to Latin America t0 1ive once they

have attained their savings target, the bulk Of the mOre than 150,000

Nikkeijin nOw in Japan seenl tO be evolving intO a more stable wOrk

force that n0 10nger plays lnerely a supplemental role in the cOuntry's
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labor markets. Even during Japan's current recession, most of the

Nikkeijin are not behaving, nor are they being treated, like

prototypically "disposable" migrant workers. As noted above, Some

Japanese employers seem to have developed a clear preference for

Nikkeijin workers and are very reluctant to lay them off due to the

recession.

As for the immigrants themselves, despite a drop in average total

earnings, caused in many cases by a reduced opportunities for overtime

work, there are no signs of large-scale return migration to Latin

America by Nikkeijin who are no longer employable in Japan. While

employment opportunities for them at large firms have contracted,

they are finding work in smaller firms that did not previously employ

Nikkeijin workers but which still cannot compete successfully for

native-born Japanese labor, even in the midst of what is, by Japanese

standards, a severe recession. Skilled workers are still needed by

small and medium-sized firms, especially those outside the Tokyo

region, which often offer salaries 40 percent lower than those paid by

large, centrally located firms and working conditions that are usually

much less attractive. In short, there is still a significant niche for

foreign workers in the Japanese industrial structure, despite the

recession.

Some Nikkeijin reportedly have been laid off by manufacturing

firms, but even these workers seem to be surviving by moving around

within the labor market: changing work places, seeking jobs in other

sectors of the economy (e. g. , service activities like food distribution) .

Just like the foreign "guestworkers" who were caught in Western

Europe by the oil shocks of the 1970s and the sharp economic downturn

that followed, Nikkeijin workers in Japan are likely to "ride out" the
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current recessiOn and remain part Of the cOuntry's labor fOrce。

A siinilar pattern can be observed in the l」 nited States. After three

years of recessiOn and an extremely sluggish recOvery, the influx of

new irnnligrants from Latin Arnerica continues unabated, and there is

no evidence Of significant return rnigratiOn.  A recent report by the

U.S.government Conllnission On Agricultural WOrkers cOncluded that

the proportion Of illegal immigrants in the work fOrce in many parts of

the cOuntry is virtually the same as a decade ago,despite the recession,

and despite the passage of the 1986 1m■ ligration lReform and COntrol

Act,which was supposed to deter bOth prOspective inegal rnigrants and

the U.S. emp10yers whO nlight hire themo  Certain sectOral and

regional labOr rnarkets― especially agricultural labOr rnarkets,and in

large cities, the informal, street_corner labor markets where foreign

■ligrants seek day― labor in cOnstructiOn or services― ―seenl saturated

at present.There are fewer such jObs available during the recession,

while the number of newly一 arriving irninigrants has nOt diininished.

But the demand fOr fOreign labor persists, and the im■ ligrants thenl‐

selves have adiusted to the recession by spending more time seeking

work,accepting lower wages,and rnaking do with fewer days Of wOrk

per week.

As measured by the number of apprehensiOns Of wOuld― be illegal

entrants along the UoS.― MexicO bOrder, the upward trend of Latin

AInerican nligration tO the United States is cOntinuing, despite the

length and severity of the recessiOn. ApprehensiOns Of wOuld― be inegal

entrants by the Border Patrol during the first seven months Of Fiscal

Year 1993(October 1992 thrOugh April 1993)were l percent higher

than during the same period in the preceding fiscal year, even though

emp10yment conditions in key immigrant― receiving states like Califor‐
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nia have worsened since then. The same phenomenon could be obser-

ved during the U. S. recession of 1981-82, which was even deeper than

the current one: Mexican and other Latin American migrants did not

leave, and U.S.-born workers were as reluctant as ever to take

"immigrant" jobs.

Alt this is strongly indicative of the structural , non-cyclical nature of

the relative labor shortage that has developed in both Japan and the

United States, especially in the small-business sector. The resilience

of the demand for Latin American immigrant labor also demonstrates

the extent to which these immigrants have entrenched themselves in

certain labor markets, not just as supplements to the native-born work

force, but as the primary labor source , preferred by employers over

theoretically available, native-born workers for a variety of reasons -
not just lower labor costs.

The low volume of return migration to Latin America, even under

conditions of reduced take-home pay and more limited employment

opportunities in the United States and Japan, also attests powerfully to

the migrants' lack of alternatives in their home countries. In Mexico,

the number of people living in poverty (according to World Bank and

united Nations statistical standards) increased by st percent during

the period from 1981 through 1991. In Peru, the poverty population

increased by 102 percent in the same period; inBrazil, the increase was

36 percente). Moreover, the distribution of personal income became

significantly more unequal in Mexico and other major labor-exporting

countries in Latin America during the "lost decade" of the 1980s10). In

Mexico, the sharp drop in inflation (from an annualized rate of more

than 150 percent at the end of 1987 to about II-LZ percent in 1993) has

not significantly narrowed the real-wage gap between Mexico and the
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United States. Nor has Mexico's success in fighting inflation been

matched by progress in expanding the country's employment base.

Even during the post-1988 economic recovery, employment creation

has lagged far behind the 900,000-1,000,000 jobs per year that would be

needed just to accommodate the new entrants to the labor force. While
population fertility rates continue to decline in Mexico and most other

countries in the region, the labor force continues to grow at a rate of

4 percent or more per annum. rn Brazil and Peru, ruinously high

inflation rates and extreme economic uncertainty - conditions that are

most likely to concern prospective white-collar and other skilled-

worker emigrants - have persisted and even intensified, as economic

policies oscillated, presidents fell, and finance ministers were replaced

with dizzying frequency. All this suggests that, in the foreseeable

future, pressures for emigration will continue to be strong in the

principal source countries for Latin American migration to the United

States and Japan.

TEMPORARY VS. PERMANENT IMMIGRATION? - A FALSE CHOISE

The sooner tapan abandons the principle of "strict rotation" in its

national imrnigration policy, the better. That is the principal lesson

taught by the so-called "failed" guestworker programs operated by the

West European governments in the 1960s and early '20s, as well as by

the "bracero" program of contract labor importation that operated in

the United States from Ig4Z to 1964, permitting the entry of nearly 5

million supposedly temporary agricultural workers.

All such attempts by governments to manage immigration flows by

confining foreign workers to short-term contracts, to specific jobs in
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specific firms, located in certain sectors of the economy are doomed to

failure, because there is inevitably too much "leakage" of workers out

of such programs. Governments lack the resources, and perhaps the

political will, to enforce the restrictions built into these programs.

Eventually, market forces as well as personal circumstances cause

both employers and immigrants to break the rules: to stay in the host

country after their temporary work contracts have expired; to move to

other jobs, in other sectors of the economy; to bring their dependents

from the home country, whether or not this can be done legally.

When a large portion of the so-called "temporary" workers do not go

home and end up settling more-or-less permanently in the labor-impor-

ting country, the native-born population feels that it has been deceived

by its own government, and the stage is set for an anti-immigrant

backlash. What we are seeing in Europe today is exactly that: a

delayed reaction to immigration policies initiated twenty or thirty

years ago, policies that were based on faulty, even naive assumptions

about the behavior of migrants and employers; policies that were

misrepresented to the general public by the political class.

Nevertheless, this type of immigration policy is politically attractive

in the short-term, because it creates the illusion that the nation's need

for foreign-born labor can be met without upsetting the country's

ethnic balance and without incurring any long-term social responsibil-

ities. Indeed, the host society is encouraged to ignore the unmet needs

of foreign workers and their children for education, health care, and

decent housing. And by making it difficult or impossible for foreign

workers who are brought in initially on short-term contracts to acquire

citizenship in the host country, the strict rotation principle also post-

pones the day of reckoning, when demands for voting rights and other
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forms of political representation among the second or third-generation

offspring of "temporary" workers become so strong that they can no

longer be ignored, at least without risking serious disruptions.

That is precisely what we can observe today in Germany, where the

vast majority of the 1.8 million Turks - two-thirds of whom have been

living in Germany for at least a decade - have no political rights, even

if they were born and have lived their entire lives in Germany. The

members of this second generation, while identifying culturally with

Germany rather than Turkey, feel like total outsiders, vulnerable to

racist attacks, police abuses, and other forms of discrimination.

Finally, in the wake of violent assaults on long-settled members of

their community by neo-Nazi "skinheads," the second-generation

Turks are aggressively demanding political representation and changes

in German law that would enable them to be granted dual citizenship,

without the obstacles that currently exist. So long as Japan clings to

the principle of rotating migrant workers through jobs that are, for all

practical purposes, permanent rather than temporary in character, it
may be laying the groundwork for similar turmoil down the road.

However, in Japan the strict-rotation principle has already been

partially eroded by the highly liberal immigration policy for Latin

American Nikkeijin. Their visas can be renewed an unlimited"number

of times, and they can easily become de facto permanent employees and

residents of Japan, if they choose to. The revision of the Emigration

and Immigration Law in June 1990 also made it possible for the

Nikkeijin to bring their dependents from Latin America to live in

Japan, including husbands and wives of. non-Japanese ancestry. (The

foreign guestworkers in Europe did not receive this family reunification

privilege until after 1973, when new labor recruitment in the countries
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of origin was halted. ) Some employers prefer Nikkeijin who arrive as

couples, perceiving them as more stable workers, likely to remain in

Japan for longer periods. More generally, employers of the Nikkeijin

seem to be taking more seriously the need to facilitate their permanent

settlement and socio-cultural integration. As a result, growing num-

bers of Nikkeijin are making the transition from mere "hired hands" to

valued, long-term employees. As the personnel manager of one

Japanese company observed recently:

,,we just wanted 'hands' until a while ago. we thought we bought

only 'hands' [by hiring Nikkeijin workers provided by a subcontrac-

tor] . Now we understand that won't do. Settling into a job is

difficult unless the worker understands the Japanese language. We

must regard them as our employees."

Because of all these facititating and motivating factors, the Brazilian

Nikkeijin have been shifting rapidly toward permanent settlement (or

at least longer stays) in Japant2). Since 1987, there has been a growing

gap between the number of. Brazilians arriving in Japan each year and

the number departing (see Figure 1 below)l3r. Some students of the

Nikkeijin migration to Japan have expressed skepticism that they will

remain permanently, because of the discrimination they encounter

from native-born Japanese and their persistently strong cultural identi-

fication with Latin Americar4). The skeptics point out that only a

small minority of the Nikkeijin came to Japan intending to settle

permanently there (between 2 and 18 percent, depending on the nation-

ality, according to a 1991 sample survey of 3 ,000 Nikkeijin) 15) . But in

the case of Mexican migrants to the U. S. , Turkish migrants to

Germany, and many other expatriate groups in industrialized coun-
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tries, intentions upon arrival have been a notoriously poor predictor of

actual behavior, especially as immigrants' children - most of them

born abroad - grow up, receive their schooling, and identify them-

selves culturally with the host society.

Figure I
Entries and Deparlures from Japan by Brazilians, 19g0-1990
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The policy of allowing the Latin American Nikkeijin essentially

unrestricted access to the labor market for as long as they want it was

conceived by Japanese officials as a politically low-cost way of helping

to solve the chronic and deepening labor shortage, since Nikkeijin
admissions are consistent with the principle of maintaining the

country's cultural and racial homogeneitytot. Even this type of immi-

gration will eventually leave a socio-cultural residue in the host coun-

try, however. Even while they are being changed by Japanese lan-

guage acquisition and prolonged exposure to other elements of

Japanese culture, the Nikkeijin are'forming ethnic communities -
social networks and/or geographically-defined enclaves - that rein-
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force and perpetuate some aspects of the Latin American cultures from

which they came. The Nikkeijin and other long-staying immigrants

will inevitably generate some culturally-grounded social tensions in a

country like Japan, where such a small proportion of the general public

has had sustained, personal contact with foreign workerstt). The more

discrimination they experience from the host society, the more they

will tend to retreat into ethnic enclaves that, while psychologically

supportive, may limit their future socio-cultural integration and eco-

nomic mobility prospects in Japanrs). By treating them as an estab-

lished ethnic minority group rather than a stream of transient workers,

Japan may be able to prevent the emergence of a "permanent under-

class" of Nikkeijin and their offspring.

The continuing expansion and liberalization of "company trainee"

programs for foreign workers has the potential to further undermine

the strict-rotation principle underlying current Japanese immigration

policy. Employer requirements under these programs were recently

liberalized by the Ministry of Justice. The revisions increased the total

number of foreign trainees that can be accepted by each firm, length-

ened by one year the trainee's maximum stay in Japan (two full years

are now allowed) , and expanded the percentage of time (now up to two

-thirds of total "training hours") that trainees can spend in on-the-job

("practical") training ?/s. classroom instruction in Japanese language

and job skillsre). Taken together, these changes will have the effect of

increasing the employer's incentive to retain foreign trainees beyond

the official training period, and of enhancing the foreign worker's

potential mobility within the Japanese labor market, should he choose

to remain in the country.

To summarize: The U.S. and West European experiences demon-
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strate that an official p01icy requiring that all fOreigners be adnlitted o五

a temporary basis only will not, in the long run, prevent permanent

settlement of at least a significant ininority Of thOse who enter initially

on short― term visas20)。  If the United States experience is any guide,

labor nligratiOn to Japan frOm deve10ping cOuntries ―― whether it

occurs legally or inegany― ―will become less temporary in character

over tiine, as informal labor recruitment networks based on relatives,

employers, labor contractors, and travel agencies become weH―estab‐

lished and extend themselves, in bOth the sending and receiving

countries.21)

(MIS)MANAGING ttHE POLI丁 ICS OF!MMiGRA丁 10N

In a1l of the Western industrialized cOuntries tOday, the politics Of

irnnligration have turned ugly.  The late 1980S and early 199os have

brought a resurgence of anti― foreigner hostility,which in most of these

countries has taken the forFn Of Organized mOvements and even politi―

cal parties,like the National Front in France,the Republican Party in

Germany, and the Vlams Blok party in Belgiunl― a1l of which appeal

to the electorate by using explicitly anti― fOreign slogans and policy

prescriptiOns.

In Spain, nO pOHtical party has yet attempted tO exploit the growing

public concern over imΠligration from North Africa, but a■  Of the

established parties are increasingly concerned about the longer― term

potential for an organized, anti― iFn■ligrant movement.  In a11 0ther

West European countries today, and in the United States,we can now

find some forrn of organized,anti― irn■ligrant political activity,as well

as a hardening of general public opiniOn against imlnigration.
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That "hardening" of public opinion can be noted in numerous sample

surveys, in which large majorities of respondents say that they favor

more restrictive immigration policies: admit far fewer legal immigrants

and refugees; deport as many as possible of the illegal immigrants

already in the country; do whatever is necessary to tighten border

controls and strengthen enforcement of sanctions against employers

who hire illegal immigrants.

Public opinion polls also show, in each of these countries, that the

average resident blames immigrants for many of the social and eco-

nomic problems that afflict their country, their city, and their neigh-

borhood: petty crime, drug traffic , unemployment, housing shortages,

poor and overcrowded schools, traffic congestion, and so forth. In

several of these countries - most notably, Germany, Britain, and the

United States - rising anti-immigrant hostility has culminated in

"spontaneous," violent attacks on foreign-born workers. These acts

of violence have been confined to particular regions and cities, but the

general trend is toward dispersion.

How do we explain the recent emergence of nativist (anti-immi-

grant) movements and attitudes in today's industrialized countries? It

is possible to identify several common denominators of these "back'

lashes" to recent immigration:

Economic distress and uncertainty. In every case, deteriorating

economic conditions - lower growth rates, higher unemployment,

dislocations caused by economic restructuring, and in the German

case, the costs of national reunification - have been a key conditioning

factor. Economic change and recession create a Sense of general

insecurity and uncertainty about the future. Under such conditions,

foreign workers are more likely to be seen as competitors for jobs and
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social services, rather than as complements to the native-born work

force. This perception feeds a "zero-sum" mentality: immigrants'

gains must mean a commensurate loss, of some sort. for the native-

born population.

Rising crime rates. In virtually every industrialized country today,

polls show that the citizenry is increasingly concerned about personal

security; about rampant "lawlessness" and the breakdown of public

order. Immigrants - especially poor, dark-skinned ones - are

assumed to be a key source of crime. Economic hard times only

exacerbate this assumed linkage between immigration and crime. Of

course, crime rates do rise during economic recessions; but there is

usually little or no evidence that impoverished immigrants contribute

disproportionately to those increases in crime.

A generalized sense of "loss of control" ouer zne's destiny. That loss

is symbolized by ineffective international border controls: in the case of

the United States, massive numbers of illegal entries along the border

with Mexico; in the case of western Europe, highly porous land

borders and coastlines in Italy and Spain, not to mention the hundreds

of thousands of would-be "refugees" still streaming into the region

from Eastern Europe. In Western Europe, one of the great fears today

is that the last stages of the process of continental economic integration

will cause a massive increase in immigration - not only from the East,

but from the Third World, as internal border controls within the

European Community are dismantled. Similarly, the threat of a

massive influx of Mexican migrants into the U.S., displaced from

their jobs in Mexico by a flood of cheap U.S. imports, is being used as

one of the arguments against the proposed North American free trade

agreement.
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Changes in the com.bosition of immigration flows. In most of the

Western industrialized countries, there has been a shift toward an

immigration flow that is increasingly dominated by culturally, reli-

giously, linguistically, and racially distinct persons originating in just

a few Third World countries. Hostility toward immigrants is still

rather selective in most industrialized countries today. The fact that

the most recent immigrants to countries like France and Spain are

mostly colored and non-Christian has a great deal to do with the hostile

reception that many of them are getting from the native-born popula-

tion. France, the same country that had little difficulty accepting

waves of Poles, Italians, Spaniards, and Portuguese in earlier decades

of this century, is now repelled by the arrival of dark-skinned, North

African Muslims. In Spain, Polish immigrants are still welcomed, as

are most Latin American nationals; but Moroccans and Algerians are

despised as vagrants and feared as criminals. In Germany, it is the

Turks who are considered undesirable and unassimilable. In the

United States, there is a well-defined hierarchy of preference, in terms

of which kinds of immigrants are perceived to be more beneficial to the

country: Mexicans are at the bottom of the heap; northern Europeans

are at the top; East Asians are somewhere in between.z2)

But however selective the new nativism may be in these countries,

there is a generalized sense that the kinds of immigrants that they are

receiving today are less assimilable, and more likely to actively assert

their cultural and religious identity, than previous waves of immigrants

from other source countries. The rate of social and cultural integra-

tion among these new immigrants is commonly believed to be much

lower than among their predecessors, even though the empirical evi-

dence does not support this notion23). It is highly unlikely that this idea
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would have gained such widespread credence, if the immigrant flow to

the United States by the early 1980s had not become so dominated by

people from a single cultural and linguistic group - namely, immi-

grants from Spanish-speaking, Latin American and Caribbean

countries.

Extreme spatf,al concentration of nen irnmigrants. The clustering of

the latest waves of immigrants in particular regions, cities, neighbor-

hoods, and low-income housing projects has made them much more

visible to the native-born population than if they had been more spa-

tially dispersed. Clustered in major metropolitan areas, the new

immigrants are much easier to blame for general overcrowding prob-

lems. Moreover, whether it is in the suburbs of Paris or Brussels or

San Diego, native-born residents of adjacent or nearby neighborhoods

feel insecure about their personal safety and their property values when

they are confronted with a large concentration of foreigners who are

ethnically, racially, and culturally different from them. There have

always been "immigrant ghettoes" in the cities of the United States and

most other industrialized countries. But seldom have such large

numbers of newly-arrived immigrants been living in such close proxim-

ity to native-born residents belonging to the middle and upper social

classes.

Triggering euents. Serious outbursts of anti-immigrant hostility in

industrialized countries are often touched off by a catalytic or

precipitating event. Deeply-embedded cultural hatreds and fear of

foreigners are always latent in these societies (e.g., in Spain, the

hatred and distrust of " los moroq" - i. e. , North African Muslims) .

These deeply ingrained cultural attitudes are more likely to bubble to

the surface during periods of economic hardship and uncertainty. But
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even in times of generalized economic distress, it often takes a "trig-

g€r" - a precipitating event - to activate latent xenophobia; to cause

serious scapegoating of immigrants, and perhaps even to provoke

violence against them. In recent years, such triggering events have

taken the form of isolated but highly publicized assertions of cultural

distinctiveness by immigrants (e.g., the insistence of a few Islamic

school girls on wearing headscarfs to public school in a Paris suburb),

and acts of criminality committed by foreigners (e.g. , the 1992 riots in

Los Angeles, which focused public attention on the immigrants who

participated) .

IMPLICATIONS FOR JAPAN

Can Japan avoid the kinds of immigration policy outcomes observable

today in Western industrialized countries? Already there are some

worrisome signs. For example, an increase in crimes altegedly attrib-

utable to foreigners is being used by the Japanese Labor Ministry as a

pretext for closer monitoring of the hiring practices of employers who

use foreign workerstu). Media commentators have begun using the

Same argument, warning that a larger presence of foreigners could

make it impossible to maintain the "low crime rates and little social

disorder lthat] have been the pillars of our societyz0). " There are

numerous, more objective experts on Japanese society, both in the

Japanese academic community and abroad, who are deeply skeptical of

Japan's ability to prevent a nativist backlash.

Much, of course, will depend on the rate at which Japan's stock of

foreign workers and their dependents grows . A gradual increase will

be important to assure the public that the government is maintaining
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contro1 0ver the imrnigration process. IBy the same 10gic,the develop‐

ment Of a sense of“ 10ss Of cOntrOr'among the Japanese public cOuld be

fatal tO a ratiOnalizatiOn and liberaHzatiOn Of irnnligration pOlicy,

despite recent variOus nati6nal surveys Of public Opinion in Japan

completed since 1989 that suggest a generally higher level of tOlerance

for expanded irninigratiOn― even Of unskilled fOreign wOrkers― 一than
can be fOund in Other industrialized cOuntries tOday. If the Japanese

people become convinced that the f100dgates have been Opened tO

uncontroned Third wOrld imrnigratiOn, even an awareness that their

econOnlic self― interest――in terms Of higher ecOnonlic gTOwth, rising

living standards, etc. ――― wOuld be served by a mOre expansionary

irnnligratiOn policy prObably would nOt be adequate t0 0verride strOng,

culturany― based resistance to Opening the society tO fOreigners.

Several impOrtant factOrs are wOrking in Japan's favOr, hOwever.

First, the rate at which the foreign― bOrn pOpulatiOn is grOwing is still

far rnore under government cOntr01in Japan than it is in all other rnajor

industrialized cOuntries, with the exception Of Britain.  Barring a

mttOr shiftin the current movements Of chinese bOat peOple away frOm

the United States and tOward the cOasts Of Japan [New YOrk City is

still the preferred destinatiOn,nOt TOkyO],Japan shOuld not be faced,

in the fOreseeable future, with the kinds of large―
scale clandestine

entry problems that plague other industrialized natiOns tOday.

The Japanese government also has at its cOnllnand an arsena1 0f

iin■ligratiOn cOntr01 rneasures that wOuld be the envy of gOvernments

in other industriaHzed cOuntries. FOr example,Japan has demOnstrat‐

ed, in the cases of Pakistan, Bangladesh, and lran, that it can effec¨

tively use a highly restrictive visa issuance poHcy tO shut Off unauthor_

ized inllnigration f10ws from particular sending countries.  ThrOugh
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the local police forces, Japanese authorities also have the capability to

locate and deport illegal immigrants who are visa-overstayers, if they

choose to. Police stations in every Japanese neighborhood keep close

tabs on residents within their jurisdictions. They have the knowledge

and capacity to round up virtually every foreigner living illegally in

their neighborhood and deliver them to national immigration author-

ities for expulsion, without risking a public outcry. This type of

potential immigration control capability is unique among industrialized

countries today. Elsewhere, not only do local police and national-level

immigration authorities lack the manpower to keep track of the

movements of visa-overstayers and would-be "political refugees" who

have been denied such status; they would also encounter stiff resistance

from leaders of ethnic communities, human rights advocates,

churches, and other politically active groups if they attempted system-

atic round-up and deportation campaigns against the settled, illegal

immigrant poPulation.

Finally, thus far there are no nationally significant, anti-immigrant

movemenrs or political parties in Japan to which public officials must

respond, and which might limit their policy options for the future' A

few ultra-rightist fringe groups have begun to agitate for the expulsion

of foreign workers, distributing "neo-Nazi" leaflets and wall-posters;

but they have had difficulty mobilizing broader support. In contrast to

the Western industrializedcountries in recent years, there have been no

violent assaults on foreigners in Japan.

Moreover, it should be possible for the Japanese government to make

a highly plausible case for a more liberalized policy of permanent legal

immigration, simply by openly recognizing the country's demographic

and economic realities and leading general public opinion toward a
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deeper understanding of thOse realities.  Much Of the p01itical sting

could be taken Out Of the irnnligratiOn issue by such preemptive

measures, and by embracing a forward-looking natiOnal inllnigratiOn

policy――one that anticipates national needs and public responses. lrhis

would be a refreshing and cOnstructive alternative tO the kind of

reactive,spasmodic,crisis― driven imHligration policy― making that we

see today in Western Europe ―― where iln■ ligratiOn p01icy alFnOSt

literally is being rnade“ in the streets"― ―as well as in the l」 nited States.

The demographic and econOnlic realities that justify a more thOught_

ful,fOrward-loOking approach to irnlnigration policy― making are rnore

evident in Japan than in any other industrialized cOuntry today.

Japan's total fertility rate Of l.53 children per wOman (in 1991)is

already among the wOrld's lowest,29)and accOrding t0 0fficial 1992

population projections, Japan's pOpulatiOn will begin tO,deご
line, in

absolute terms, within just 18 years― ―assunling nO further drOp in the

country's fertility rate30). Moreover,Japan's population is aging rnOre

rapidly than in any Other industrial nation.  Recent estirnates shOw

Japan becOnling the first cOuntry in the world to have One― fifth Or rnore

of its populatiOn abOve the age Of 65, a proportion that will be reached

only thirteen years from now.  By cOntrast, the United States will

require 32 years for one一 fifth Of its populatiOn tO be 65 and olderi

Switzerland will take 54 years; Germany, 62 yearsi and Sweden, 66

years. By the year 2025, 27.3 percent Of the Japanese pOpulatiOn will

be 65 years or 01der.31)

Finany,the relative shOrtage of labOr in Japan,particularly in small

and rnedium―sized firms,has been chronic,at least since the rnid-1980s;

there is nO reason tO believe that it will disappear, once the Japanese

economy has recovered frOm the current recession.  The recessiOn,
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coupled with the arrival of the Nikkeijin from Latin America, may

have relieved the labor shortage somewhat, but that is only a tempo-

rary reprieve. Japan's economy will rebound; the reserves of Nikkeijin

labor in Latin America will be exhausted, within a relatively short

period; and the labor shortage, which until now has primarily affected

manufacturing industry, will soon be felt in the service sector. As in

the United States during the 1980s, Japan in the reminder of this decade

and beyond can expect a robust growth of demand for unskilled

workers in hotels, restaurants, health care facilities, janitorial ser-

vices, and many other types of services. Even without a renewed

economic boom, Japan's need for new workers will continue to grow,

because of the government's policy of encouraging firms to reduce

working hours for their regular employees, to improve their quality of

life and, hopefully, increase their consumption of imported goods,

thereby easing trade frictions with then United States.

There is no convincing evidence that Japan's future demand for labor

- especially to fill low-status , "3-K" jobs in services and construction

- can be met by domestic labor supplies, at least in the absence of

some truly fundamental changes in gender roles, job aspirations, and

life styles, especially among young Japanese. Nor is it likely that the

most frequently advocated alternatiues to importing foreign labor -
i.e., making greater use of native-born female and elderly labor,

further reducing labor requirements through robotics, and moving

more manufacturing production abroad - will prove adequate to

dealing with a labor shortage as massive and non-cyclical in nature as

that facing Japan. The Keidanren, which has predicted a labor

shortfall of about 5 million by the year 2000 (assuming average annual

GNP and productivity increases of 3.5 percent during the remainder of
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the current decade), has stressed the long-term, intractable nature of

this problem:

"From now on,...at least during the remainder of this century, a

fundamentally different problem will confront the country: an abso-

lute shortage of labor resulting from structural, not cyclical, fac-

tors. The drop in the birthrate in recent years is bound to become

a major economic problem - in the form of a shrinking young labor

force - toward the end of the 1990s. And the problem will almost

certainly create a more serious labor shortage in the 21st century,

thus putting a drag on economic growth. The falling birthrate is

indeed a serious problem that may very well alter the nation's

economic structure. "32)

A vast expansion of the existing, government-sanctioned "company

trainee" programs, which thus far have supplied fewer than 45,000

foreign workers to Japan each year, is one theoretically available

approach to meeting the labor shortage. This policy option is appar-

ently preferred by many public officials and business leaders. How-

ever, existing company trainee programs operate on the "strict rota-

tion" principle; thus they serve to perpetuate the illusion that Japan can

indefinitely keep its foreign-born work force "temporary," thereby

preserving ethnic and racial homogeneity and avoiding the burden of

providing social services to a settled immigrant population that

includes women and children - not just unaccompanied males.

If company trainee programs are expanded enough to meet a much

larger portion of Japan's labor needs than they do today, U.S. and

European experience suggests that "leakage" of workers out of these

augmented programs will contribute significantly to the growth of the
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permanent stock of immigrants in Japan. There is no existing enforce-

ment mechanism adequate to guarantee that "company trainees" will

actually return to their home countries, once their formal training and

on-the-job "practical training" periods have ended. At present, the

responsibility for repatriating these workers falls mainly upon the

sending-country governments, some of which are less vigilant than

others.

More coercive approaches to assuring repatriation (e.g., withhold-

ing a substantial portion of a worker's pay until he or she leaves the

country, or paying their wages into bank accounts in the home coun-

try) are not workable in the Japanese case, partly because under

Japanese labor law, foreign "company trainees" are not considered

regular employees and do not receive regular wages (only a minimal

"living stipend" and housing provided by the employer) . Legal experts

also point out that the involuntary withholding of compensation and

similar tactics would violate basic tenets of existing Japanese labor

law.

The principal alternative to a greatly expanded company-trainee

system for foreign labor importation would be a formal quota system

that would assign annual, numerical quotas of immigrants to each

sending country, and perhaps to specific sectors of the Japanese

economy3a). But the quota systems that have operated for many years

in countries like the United States and Canada serve to regulate

permanenl legal immigration; they are not mechanisms for importing

short-term foreign labor.

The main point is that Japan needs to look beyond the patchwork of

"backdoor" mechanisms that it has developed in recent years to provide

unskilled foreign workers for a labor-hungry economy: unrestricted
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admissions of Latin American Nikkeijin; company trainee programs;

importation of part-time "foreign student" workers who routinely

violate official limits on total working hours and who frequently are

not bona fide students3s). These mechanisms together provide, at best,

a very inadequate, piecemeal solution to the labor shortage problem.

Moreover, as recent West European experience has vividly demon-

strated, the unintended consequences of "backdoor" immigration pol-

icies can blow up in the face of a government that maintains them for

too long. For example, it is difficult to imagine the kind of political

turmoil over immigration being experienced today in Germany, Fran-

ce, and other West European countries, in the absence of yet another

type of "backdoor" permanent immigration policy: highly liberal

"refugee" admissions, with no effort to round up and deport the g5

percent or more of applicants who eventually failed to qualify for

political refugee status in most of these countries.

Must Japan continue to insist that no foreign workers should be

admitted on a permanent basis? Is the relatively high level of tolerance

for immigration shown in Japanese public opinion polls really depen-

dent on the expectation that foreign workers will remain strictly

temporary? Must the Japanese government maintain the fiction that no

unskilled foreign workers are needed in the Japanese economy? What

price should be paid, in terms of future economic growth, in order to

maintain the notion of Japan as an ethnically and culturally homogene-

ous country, whose social harmony would be destroyed by a more open

immigration policy? To what extent is ethnic and cultural homogeneity

really the basis of Japan's economic success, as well as its social

harmony?

Perhaps these are among the elements of conventional Japanese
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thinking that should be reexamined in the years ahead. One of the

titans of Japanese industry, Sony Chairman Akio Morita, recently

called for such a reexamination:

"We must realize that certain parts of the political and economic

system that provided the foundation for building Japan's massive

economic power are today applying the brakes on progress....It is

these systems collectively that have earned the appellation of 'For-

tress Japan.' If Japan persists in clinging to its traditional systems,

it runs the risk of becoming isolated in the world and inviting its

own economic decline. "36)

Morita has suggested specifically that "over time, we should seek to

create an environment in which the movement of goods, services,

capital, technology, and feofle throughout North America, Europe,

and Japan is truly free and unfettered."ez)

The United States has long celebrated itself as a "nation of immi-

grants" - 2 "6ssntry of refuge" that has always been more open to

immigration than other industrialized countries, and more tolerant of

ethnic and cultural diversity. That has been the official mythology.

The reality is that the United States has never really come to terms

with the fact that it is a "country of immigration." We have never

wanted to admit that the functioning of our economy and our economic

growth are dependent to some degree on new waves of immigrants.

We have always resented the "cultural baggage" that immigrants bring

with them. Over a 4l-year period during which nationwide public

opinion polling on the subject was done many times, only once, in 1953,

did more than 10 percent of the U.S. public favor increasing the

number of immigrants permitted to enter the country (see Table 1
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below). Indeed, throughout this period, at least three times as many

Americans supported decreasing the number of immigrant

admissions.3s)

TABLE 1: U.S. PTJBLIC OPIMON ON THE NTJMBER OF IMIVIIGRANTS
THAT SHOULD BE PERMTTTED TO ENTER, t94Gr99O

(in percentages)

Choices l%F l*tl| lW l9V 1#I Iffi Iffi 188 1#
More/increaseEli|875476
Same/present

level P Cl 39 Cl n A 35 94
Fewer/decrease 37 s| ffl 4tl 66 66 49 53

t14lc
No opiniory'

don't know 12■
"14879714aln 1946, the question was phrased: "Should we permit more persons from

Europe to come to this country each year than we did before the war, should we keep
the number about the same, or should we reduce the number?' In the subsequent
polls the question was usually phrased as follows: "Should immigration be kept at
its present ievel, increased, or decreased?'

DIn 1990, the question was phrased: ols it your impression that the current
immigration laws allow too many immigrants, too few immigrants, or about the
right number of immigrants into this country each year?"

c"I.ione'was offered as a choice ofresponse only in 1946, and 14 percent selected
that choice.

Source:, Roper Center, (Stons: University of Connecticut Press, 1991).

U. S. administrations traditionally have favored "symbolic" immigra-

tion control policies that responded to short-term political pressures

but were never capable of altering the fundamental social, economic,

and demographic forces that drive immigration to the United States

and affect the utilization of immigrant labor in our society3e). Indeed,

these policies, including the landmark Immigration Reform and Con-

trol Act of 1986, were destined to fail precisely because they failed to

address the underlying realities of the immigration process4o).

Similarly, according to economist Haruo Shimada,

９

　

”

“
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"The Japanese people don't want to face up to the requirements of

a formal national immigration policy - the need for a real social

integration policy, efforts to combat exploitative labor practices

and discrimination against foreigners, solutions for housing prob-

lems, the education of immigrant children, and so forth. They

want to avoid open confrontations and debates on basic principles,

like'one nation, one people.' But the Japanese are a very realistic,

pragmatic people. So they support the development of company-

based networks [the "company trainee" programs] to accommodate

foreigners as their employees. This amounts to a de facto immigra-

tion policy, but without laws, rules, principles, or public debates.

Moving toward a formal immigration policy with explicit accep-

tance criteria and proper control mechanisms will be a painful

process for Japan. But we must bring foreigners in as human beings

- or we shouldn't bring them in at all!"nt)

As an immigration scholar, as an occasional advisor to the U.S.

government on immigration policy (usually to no avail), and as an

admirer of many aspects of the Japanese society and economy, I would

like to associate myself with this line of thinking. I would also like to

encourage you, the members of the Japanese academic community who

are undoubtedly among the most sensitive to the opportunities and

challenges posed by contemporary international migration, to pursue

the kinds of fieldwork-based research, among both immigrants and

employers, that will be much needed in the future as input for a more

pragmatic, innovative, humane, and ultimately more successful

approach to immigration policy-making in Japan.
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NOTES

1 ) Keynote address to the Japan Association of Latin American Studies,

Sophia University, Tokyo, June IZ-IJ, 1993.

2 ) This problem varies considerably by nationality. For example,
according to some estimates, 50 percent of the Peruvian "Nikkeijin" now
in Japan have false documentation. The proportion of "false Nikkeijin"
among immigrants from Brazil is believed to be much lower.

3 ) Reported in Iyo Kunimoto, "Japanese Migration to Latin America, " in
Barbara Stallings and Gabriel Sz6kely, eds. , Iapan, the United States,

and Latin America: Toward a Trilateiral Relationship in the Western

Hemivhere (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, lggg),
p. 114.

4 ) See Lisa Bornstein, "From Carioca to Karaoke: Brazilian Guestworkers
in Japan," Berkeley Planning tournal (University of California at Ber-
keley) , Vol . 7 0997,) , p. 49. Bornstein notes that because of different
entrance and work permit requirements, official data on Nikkeijin may
"grossly underestimate the number of Brazilians.working in Japan."
Applications for work visas by Brazilian Nikkeijin that are processed by
the Japanese embassy and regional consulates within Brazil mark the
lower limit of Brazilian guestworkers in Japan. Estimates that include
Nikkeijin who travel to Japan as tourists and subsequently obtain work
permits there run as high as 250,000.

5 ) Takeshi Inagami, Yasuo Kuwahara, and General Research Institute
of People's Financial Savings, Gaikokujin Rodo-sha-o Senryoku-ka suru
Chusho Kigyo (Tokyo: Chusho Kigyo Risachi Senta, 1gg2), p. 45.

6 ) For reviews of the relevant evidence, see Wayne A. Cornelius, "The
U.S. Demand for Mexican Labor," in Wayne Cornelius and Jorge A.
Bustamante, eds., Mexican Migration to the United States: Ori,gins,

Consequences, and Policy Options (La Jolla, Calif .: Center for U.S.-
Mexican Studies, University of California-San Diego, for the Bilateral
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Commission on the Future of U.S.-Mexican Relations, 1989), pp. 25-47;

and Wayne A. Cornelius, ed., The Chnnging Role of Mexican Labor in
the U.S. Economy: Sectoral Perspectiaes (La Jolla, Calif .: Center for
U.S.-Mexican Studies, University of California-San Diego, forth-

coming).

7 ) Takesi Fukada and Takanori Sezaki, "Retto-waido: Fukyo-ni Yureru

Nikkeijin Rodo-sha ," Nihon Keizai. Shimun, December 7 , 1992.

8 ) Apprehension data for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 provided to the

author by the Statistics Division, U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service, through the courtesy of Dr. Robert Warren.

9 ) Source: Richard Weisskoff , "Basic Human Needs and the Democratic

Process in Latin America," North-South Issues (University of Miami),
Vol. 2, No. 2 (1993), Table 2.

10) The regressive changes in Mexico's income distribution during the 1980s

have been documented by Fernando Cort€s and Rosa Marfa Rubalcava,

Centro de Estudios Sociol6gicos, El Colegio de M6xico, Mdxico, D.F.

11) Quoted in Fukada and Sezaki, "Retto-waido: Fukyo-ni Yureru

Nikkeijin Rodosha," op. cit.

ID lt is also true that some of the Nikkeijin have decided to extend their
stays in Japan, or to make repeat visits, because they were unable to

attain their savings targets during the originally planned period of

employment in Japan. Some seriously underestimated their living
expenses in Japan, due to poor information received in their country of

origin.

13) Entry and exit data are from Bornstein, "Brazilian Guestworkers in

Japan," of. cit., PP.52-53.

14) See, for example, Kunimoto, "Japanese Migration to Latin America, "
o!. cit., pp. 118-19.
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15) Kaigai Nikkeijin Kyokai , Nikkeijin Honpo Shuro littai Chosa Hokoku-

sho (Tokyo: Kaigai Kyoryoku Jigyodan, IggD.

16) For a summary of the official documentation on this point, see Keiko
Yamanaka, "Unskilled Foreign Workers and the New Immigration
Policies of Japan," revised version of a paper presented at the 44th
Annual Meeting of the Association of Asian Studies, Washington, D.C_ ,

April IggZ, p. T .

17) For examples of culturally-grounded hostility toward Brazilian
Nikkeijin, see Bornstein, "Brazilian Guestworkers in Japan," op. cit.,
pp. 60-62.

18) For a more detailed elaboration of this point, see Takeyuki Tsuda,
"Strangers in Their Homeland: The Ethnic Adaptation of Japanese-
Brazilian Return Migrants and the Japanese Sociopolitical Resporlse,"
paper presented at the 14th National Convention of the Japan Associa-
tion of Latin American Studies, Tokyo, June IZ-IJ. 1993.

19) For details of these changes, see: "Gaikokujin Kenshuu-sei no Ukeire
Taisho Kakudai," Nihon Keizai Shimbun, December 10, 1992.

20) For a careful empirical analysis of the long-term consequences of the
U. S. "bracero" program of contract labor importation for permanent

settlement of Mexican migrants in the United States, see: Douglas S.
Massey and Zai Liang, "The Long-term Consequences of a Temporary
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